
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
   

This term’s topics are: negative numbers, short multiplication and short division, calculating with 
decimal fractions (building on from last term), factors, multiples and primes and finally addition 
and subtraction. To aid fluency, which is a crucial part of teaching in a mastery style, the children 
will continue to utilise ‘Fluent in Five’, ‘Flashback 4’ and counting in multiples of 10 and 100 thus 
making links with previous learning. Homework (which is set on Thursdays) will still consist of 
multiplication tables and related facts.        
 

At the beginning of the term, the children will be learning 
about properties and changes in materials. This will 
involve experiments on evaporation, filtration and 
dissolving and link to our DT topic as we learn about the 
changes in state of cooked food. Next, the children will be 
learning about Earth and Space. They will be focusing on 
how the planets orbit the Sun and will look closely at the 
Moon and its phases.  
 

The children will build on their knowledge of 
cyberbulling and online safety before moving onto 
coding. The children will be learning to code using 
Purple Mash. This will include manipulating sprites, 
assigning noises and using specific functions.  The 
children will also be designing their own program using 
the skills they learn. 

PE sessions will occur on 
Mondays and Tuesdays. 
Pupils will be working on 
playing invasion and 
striking/fielding games based 
around netball, football and 
cricket to develop the skills 
required for these  
sports. 
 

This term, our class books will be ‘Wonder’ by RJ Palacio and ‘The Wolves 
of Willoughby Chase’ by Joan Aiken. In the first half term, the children will 
be using their learnt knowledge of volcanoes to write an account of an 
eruption as a narrative in the first person. They will also be building on their 
previous knowledge of instructions to write a pasta sauce recipe. Next, they 
will be writing a discussion answering the question: ‘Would it be better to 
live in London?’ Finally, they will be studying, learning,  
writing and performing performance poetry. 

The children will be learning about the 
spiritual pathways for Hindus and looking at 
how sacred practices play an important part 
for Christians when partaking of  
Eucharist.  
 

The children will begin the term by learning 
about Italy with a focus on volcanoes and 
culture. As part of a DT project, the children will 
create their own pasta sauce. In the second half 
term, they will be comparing Hadleigh with 
London in terms of size, location and significant 
geological features.  

Pupils will learn how music can 
represent concrete concepts (a 
river) and abstract concepts 
(fate) by studying Strauss’ ‘The 
Blue Danube’ and Beethoven’s 
‘Symphony no. 5’. They will 
complete composition-based 
tasks. 

The children will learn to produce a collage in the style of 
Shawn-Marie Hardy. In the second half of the term, they will 
be using their observational drawing skills by drawing in the 
style of an architect, focusing on iconic London buildings. 
During their trip to London, the children will consolidate 
what they have learnt by drawing bridges in preparation for 
their Design topic. 
 

 

 
 

Spring First Half Term 
1. Research two volcanic eruptions  
– one ancient and one more recent.   
2. Design and make your own pizza – show us a 

picture.   
Spring Second Half Term 
1. Create a model of a London Landmark.  
2. Write a story about an astronaut visiting a planet in 
our solar system. 
3. Research a planet, finding out as much as you can. 
Present information in any format.  
 
 
 

A trip to London will take place on Thursday 16th March. We will visit the 
Tate Modern and study bridges. This trip will support elements from our 
Geography, Art, DT and English curricula. 
 
 

The children will learn to talk about where 
they live and learn countries and 
nationalities in French. They will ask and 
respond to questions in the target 
language. They will then learn how to talk 
about sports and their opinions on them. 
They will learn the days of the week and 
how to tell the time.  

The children will be exploring PSHE through three topics: Health 
& Wellbeing, Relationships and Living in the Wider World.  They 
will be looking at how to stay safe, how vaccines are created 
and how germs spread.  They will also be taking a closer look at 
the book ‘Wonder’ to get a better understanding of 
the characters. 
 


